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ABSTRACT
It is an important issue of Intelligent Transportation System, how to quickly relieve the highway congestion.
The variable speed limit control system can limit the traffic flow before the highway congestion zone. So it
is wildly used to relieve the highway congestion. In this paper, we propose a novel highway variable speed
limit control system base on the Winternet Architecture. We use the STeC language to describe the system’s
formal model. Finally, we give control algorithm of the highway variable speed limit control system, which
based on the formal model. The simulation results show the control algorithm is effective.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An efficient Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is the most important method of reducing
congestion and solving the traffic problems. The ITS infrastructures has already been used in
highway to control the traffic flow and ease the traffic congestion. The research of the Internet of
Things (IoT)[1] and the Cyber Physical Systems (CPS)[2] has been developed a lot of
achievements in recent years, many novel methods and viewpoints can be introduced in the
design and analysis of the Intelligent Transportation System.
With the highway’s traffic flow growing, there is much more congestion in the highway.
Contending with congestion in highway has long been recognized as one of the major priorities of
most highway agencies. When there has been congested in the highway, we can groom the
vehicles in the congested zone or restrict the vehicles move into the congested zone. Nowadays
the main method of controlling the traffic flow moving into the congested zone is limiting the
vehicles’ speed before the congestion zone. This limiting the vehicles’ speed system on the
highway named Variable Speed Limit Controls System. It always recommends or enforces a
reduced speed limit along the highway using variable speed signs.
Several researchers have studied the Variable Speed Limit Controls System. Coleman have made
an automated speed management in Australia, which is a fog warning and speed advisory system
installed south of Sydney[3]. In the same study, the also introduced a control system in Germany,
which used a variable speed limit sign to display the current speed limit under the following types
of scenarios: construction, fog, crash ahead, ice, and high winds. Pili-Sihvola introduced a
variable speed limit control to warn drivers of black ice and other hazards in Finland[4]. A system
in the United Kingdom described by Wilkie was designed to minimize the stop and go conditions
during heavy traffic[5]. Likewise, Sumner has also reported a variable speed limit system in the
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state of New Mexico, which was intended to be flexible in responding to various environmental
conditions[6]. Peiwei Lin has presented two online algorithms for variable speed limit controls at
highway work zones that can take full advantage of all dynamic functions and concurrently
achieve the objectives of queue reduction or throughput maximization[7].
Firstly, the above variable speed limit control systems always have been built based on the
traditional sensors networks and their architectures are tightly coupled and closed. It is hard to
upgrade and expand these. Nowadays, it is possible to build a distributed, opened, intelligent and
scalable variable speed limit control system using the IoT or CPS viewpoints and methods. Cui Li
divide the recently proposed architectures of IoT into two categories from the function
perspective, namely back-end centralized and front distributed architectures, and comparatively
analyze the in terms of horizontality, scalability, context-awareness, interactivity, adaptability and
others[8]. Wei Zhao propose a novel IoT architecture, named Winternet and discuss its design
principals, network topology, connection scheme and protocol stack[9].
Secondly, the above variable speed limit control systems always directly propose the system’s
control algorithm without the system’s strictly formal description. Because it is very important to
the design of the ITS based on the IoT, the temporality, the spatiality and the spatio-temporal
consistency of the variable speed limit control systems should be seriously considered. The
correct formal model is benefit to system design and can prevent to emerge design errors. The
classical formal description language: Communication Sequential Process[10] and Calculus of
Communicating Systems[11], can effectively describe the concurrent systems and communication
systems. By introduced the time factor in the CSP and CCS, Timed CSP [12]and Timed CCS
[13]can effectively describe the real-time systems. STeC language can not only describe the realtime systems, but also effectively describe the IoT systems which have the temporality, the
spatiality and the spatio-temporal consistency[14].

Response to these two questions, we propose a variable speed limit control system using
the Winternet Architecture on the Highway Congestion Zone in Section 2. In Section 3,
we used the STeC language describe the system’s formal model. And in Section 4, we
give control algorithm of the variable speed limit control system, which based on the
formal model. The simulation results show the control algorithm of the variable speed
limit control system is effective.

2. THE

ARCHITECTURE OF THE VARIABLE SPEED LIMIT CONTROLS WITH
WINTERNET ARCHITECTURE ON HIGHWAY

The architecture of the traditional variable speed limit controls on highway like Fig. 1. The
system always consists of a set of sensors which distributed along the highway, many variable
speed limit signages on the highway and a central processing unit or controller. The control
algorithms of the system have been implemented by the central controller. In these systems, the
sensors along the road have sensed the data of the cars or the highway’s environment, and then
these data were transported to the central processor behind. The central processor has processed
the data according to the control algorithm, and calculated the limit speed value. Finally, the limit
speed data will be send to the speed limit signage on the highway and the signage will show the
limit speed. Because the architectures of these traditional variable speed limit controls are always
tightly coupled, this kind of system is difficult to communicate, exchange information or share
data with the other systems.
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The Winternet Architecture of the IoT has solved the above problems. The Winternet system used
the Pipe protocol and it is built on the Internet protocols. So the Winternet systems can connect to
other systems freely, and it is high real-time, privacy and proximity calculation.
Based on the Winternet architecture, we have built the variable speed limit controls on highway
and its architecture like Fig. 2. In the system, all kinds of sensors along the highway and the
variable speed limit signage are the Winternet Device Node components. These sensors can sense
the vehicle’s speed on the local highway and the signage can show the limit speed. There is a
Winternet Backbone Node connect a Winternet Device Node. The Winternet computing
component named Netlet were stored in the Winternet Backbone Node and it can process the raw
data sent from the Winternet Device Node. The Winternet Access Node communicated with the
WInternet Backbone Node by the Winternet pipe protocol, so they can exchange the information
in time. However, a Winternet Access Node is not binding with another WInternet Backbone
Node, they communicated by publishing /subscribe model.

Figure 1. The variable speed limit controls with central processing unit

Figure 2. The architecture of the variable speed limit controls with Winternet architecture

The variable speed limit controls with Winternet on highway has four advantages: 1. The
Winternet Backbone Node can process the raw data sent from the Winternet Device Node, and
then it only send the processing results to the Winternet Access Node. So the transmission data
between the Winternet Backbone Node and the Winternet Access Node are greatly reduced and
the speed of data transmission between them is greatly increased. This is the foundation of the
real-time controlling system. 2. In the system, the relationship between the Winternet Backbone
Node and the Winternet Access Node is loosely coupled relationship. This relationship is benefit
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to upgrade and maintain the system. 3. The Winternet Backbone Node and the Winternet Access
Node shared the system’s data by the publishing \ subscribe model. This communication style is
benefit to reuse and share the data. 4. Because the Winterent pipe protocol is based on Internet, it
supports the different structure networks or systems to connect together. Therefore, the variable
speed limit controls with Winternet on highway can connect either to the other Intelligent
Transportation System or to the other kinds of variable speed limit controls.
After building the architecture of the variable speed limit controls with Winternet architecture, we
should formal describe the system model and design the control algorithm. Next we will use the
STeC language to describe the system model.

3. THE

FORMAL MODEL OF THE VARIABLE SPEED LIMIT CONTROLS USING
THE STEC LANGUAGE

The variable speed limit controls on the highway is the classical Internet of things or CyberPhysical systems. Its formal model includes not only physical system such as the vehicle speed on
the highway, the space between the vehicles and etc. but also information system such as the raw
data were sensed by the sensors along the highway, the data from Winternet Backbone Node to
Winternet Access Node. When modeled the formal model of the variable speed limit controls on
the highway, we should select a specification language which can describe the temporality, the
spatiality and the spatio-temporal consistency of the system. So we use the STeC language to
model the system.

3.1. The Syntax of the STeC Language
The STeC language extends the formal language CSP and CCS. It can effectively describe the
temporality and the spatiality of the agent’s actions or status and the spatio-temporal consistency
of the intelligent system. The language consists of the action keyword α, the status keyword β and
the communication mechanism of the system. The STeC language syntax as below:
G'
G ←G '
A ::= Send (Gl ,→
t ) ( m , δ ) | Get ( l ,t ) ( m , δ )

B ::= α (Gl ,t ) (l ', δ ) | β (Gl ,t ) (δ )
P ::= Stop( l ,t ) | Skip( l ,t ) | A | B | P; P |
( i∈I )

( Bi → Pi ) | P >δ P |

P>(Get(Gl ,←t ) G ' (m) → Q ) | P || P
The communications among the agents were express by two atom communication process: Send
and Get. The atom communication process Send has defined the agent G send the message m to
another agent G’ at location l and time t. It take δunit time to implement the communication
action. Like the action Send, the atom communication process Get has defined the agent G get the
message m from another agent G’ at location l and time t. It takeδunit time to implement the
communication action. In STeC language, we have defined the action αand the status β for each
4
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G
( l ,t )

agent. The action α means the agent implemented the task. α (l ',δ ) means that the agent G has spent
δ unit time to implement a task α at location l and time t and the agent G move to new location l’.
So the agent will change their temporality and spatiality after their actions have been done. β (δ )
G
( l ,t )

means that the agent G has been in theβstatus during δ unit time at location l and time t. In the
select process ( B → P ) , Bi is the condition. In STeC language, there is only a condition is true and
the select process should select the condition and implement its Pi. The process P > Q means that
( i∈ I )

i

i

δ

the process P has spent δ unit time then implement the process Q. The process P > ( G et ( m ) → Q )
means that the agent implements the P process at first. When Get (m) is true, the process P is halt
and the process Q will be implement. However, the process P||Q means that the process P and the
process Q have independently run at the same time.
G←G'
( l ,t )

G←G'
(l ,t )

3.2. The Formal Model of the Variable Speed Limit Controls Using the STeC
Languag
In the variable speed limit controls, all kinds of agents’ behavior can describe by STeC language.
So we can model the system include of the physical components and the cyber components.
First of all, we model the evolution of congestion zone on the highway, which is part of physical
components of the variable speed limit controls. The correct formal model will support the design
of the control algorithm of the system. As figure 3 shows, the shaded part of the picture is the
congestion zone (assume that there is a congestion when the vehicles average speed is below 20
km/hour), which named Zone 0. The area before the Zone 0 named Zone 1, where there is not
jamming. And the area after Zone 0 named Zone 2, where the traffic flow has relieved
congestion.
Assume that the sensors can sense the speed of the vehicles on highway per five seconds. So we
can calculate the average speed in local area and conclude the length of the Zone 0 and the Zone
1. Assume that the length of the Zone 0 is L0, the changing process of the Zone 0 can be
described by STeC language as below:

LengthChanging ( L0 ,t ) ( L0 − ∆L0t + ∆L1t , 5s );
LengthChanging ( L0 ',t +5) ( L0 '− ∆L0 t '+ ∆L1t ',5s );
LengthChanging ( L0 '',t +10) ( L0 ''− ∆L0 t ''+ ∆L1t '', 5s );
L
LengthChanging ( L T −1 ,t + 5( n −1)) ( L0T −1 − ∆L0 t T −1 + ∆L1t T −1 , 5s );
0

The above model describe that the length of the Zone 0 changes from L0 to L0 reduce the length
of relieved congestion at that time ΔL0t then add the length of added congestion at that time Δ
L1t . Because the aim of the variable speed limit controls is to limit the vehicle speed of Zone 1
and relieve the congestion of Zone 0, the length of the Zone 0 will change to zero at the end.
Assume that it will take T0 unit time to relieve the congestion of Zone 0. This process model can
be described as below:

LengthChanging ( L0 ,t ) (0, T0 );
5
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The length of the Zone 0 and Zone 1 can be calculated by the formulas as below:
Assume that Ht is the distance between the vehicles at moment t and Vt is the vehicle speed at
moment t. Their relationship as below:

Ht=f(Vt)



(1)

Assume that Constant C is the average of the vehicles and Mt is the maximum vehicles’ quantity
per km at moment t. Their relationship as below:
Mt=l/(C+Ht)

(2)

Assume that Nt is the real vehicles’ quantity per km at moment t and Rt is the traffic density at
moment t. Their relationship as below:
Rt=Nt/Mt

(3)

Assume that the original length of the Zone 0 is L0 and the reduced length of the congestion area
is ΔL0t . So there will be:

∆L0 t = V0t × R0 t

(4)

Assume that the original length of the Zone 1 is L1 and the added length of the congestion area is

ΔL1t . So there will be:
∆L1t = V1t × R1t

(5)

Assume that the congestion will be relieved after T unit time and the variation value of the length
of the congestion is ΔL1t -ΔL0t at moment t. So we can conclude that:

∫

T

0

(∆L1t -∆L0t )dt = -L0

(6)

In the above formulas, the V1t in the formula (5) is the limit speed that should be show in the
variable speed limit controls’ signage at Zone 1. And the other variable in these formulas can be
sensed by the sensors or calculated by the Winternet Backbone Node.
Following that, assume that the roadside sensors is Si,the Winternet Backbone Node is BNi,the
Winternet Access Node is ANi and the Speedlimit Node is SNi, we should model the cyber
components of the variable speed limit controls by STeC language:
First, the roadside sensors Si sensed the raw data （ mcars ） and transmit these data to its
neighboring Winternet Backbone Node BNi. Since the BNi close the Si, the communication
between them should use wireless or special-purpose phone line. Assume that it will take 0.02
seconds to transmit the data, the process of transmitting data will be described as below:
i ← Si
Send (SLii→,t )BNi (mcars , 0.01s ); Get(BN
(mcars , 0.01s );
Li ,t )
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Second, after the Winternet Backbone Node get the data, it can calculate the local traffic density
and the local average vehicles’ speed according to the formula (1), formula (2) and formula (3).
Assume that the calculating process will spend 1 second, it can be modeled as below:
i
Computing (BN
L 'i ,t1 ) ( Li ',1s );

Third, the Winternet Backbone Node sent the Vt and Rt (denoted as mcars’) to the Winternet
Access Node, which have already subscribed these data. Since their distance is always very long,
they communicate each other by Internet. Assume that the data transmission will take 0.2
seconds, this process can be describe as below:
i → ANi
i ← BNi
Send(BN
(mcars ', 0.1s); Get(AN
(mcars ', 0.1s);
Li ',t2 )
Li ',t2 )

Fourth, the Winternet Access Node judge if there is Congestion at the area according to the
received data. If there is congestion, it will compute the distance of the congestion zone.
According to the formulas (6), we can calculate the limit speed. Then the Winternet Access Node
will send the limit speed to the limit speed area’s signage SNi (Speedlimit Node). These process
can describe as below:
i
Judging(AN
L ''i ,t3 ) ( Li '',1s);
i → BNi '
i '← ANi
Send(AN
(mlimit ,0.1s); Get(BN
(mlim it ,0.1s);
Li '',t4 )
Li ',t4 )

BNi '
i '→SNi
Send(BN
(mlimit ,0.01s); Get(SNLi i',←
(mlim it ,0.01s);
Li ',t5 )
t5 )

Finally, According to the formulas (6), the congestion will dismiss after T unit time. And then the
Winternet Access Node will send the cancel the limit speed instruction to the limit speed area’s
Speedlimit Node SNi. These process can describe as below:
i →BNi '
i '← ANi
Send(AN
(mcancel ,0.1s); Get(BN
(mcancel ,0.1s);
Li '',t6 )
Li ',t6 )

BNi '
i '→SNi
Send(BN
(mcancel ,0.01s); Get(SNLii',←
(mcancel ,0.01s);
Li ',t7 )
t7 )

The above formal model gave the clearly and Unambiguous foundation for designing the control
algorithm of the variable speed limit controls.

4. THE CONTROL ALGORITHM
SPEED LIMIT CONTROLS

AND THE

SIMULATION

OF THE

VARIABLE

4.1. The Control Algorithm of the Variable Speed Limit Controls
Based on the formal model of the variable speed limit controls, we designed the control algorithm
of the system as below:

：

STEP1 The roadside sensors send the raw data to the Winternet Backbone Node in time. These
data include the vehicles speed and the distance between the vehicles etc.
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：
STEP3：The Winternet Access Node judge if there is Congestion at the area according to the

STEP2 The Winternet Backbone Node calculate the average speed and traffic density, then it
transmit these data to the Winternet Access Node what have subscribed the data.

received data. If there is congestion, it will calculate the distance of the congestion zone and the
limit speed. Then the Winternet Access Node send the limit speed to the limit speed area’s
signage SNi (Speedlimit Node).

：

STEP4 The congestion will dismiss after T unit time. And then the Winternet Access Node
send the cancel the limit speed instruction to the limit speed area’s Speedlimit Node SNi.

4.2. The Simulation of the Variable Speed Limit Control
According to the above control algorithm of the variable speed limit controls, we have built the
simulation by the Matlab/Simulink tools.

Figure 3. The Simulink simulation of the variable speed limit control

In the simulink simulation, we assume that the time unit is second, the distance unit is meter and
the speed unit is kilometers per hour.
1)Using this simulation, we can find out the relationship between the length of the congested area
(L0) and the locations about the limit speed signage (L1) as Fig. 4:
The simulation results show that, the location of limit speed signage gradually become longer
with the growth of the distance of the congested area (L0) and the congested time. In the
simulation, we assume the average vehicle speed in the congested area is 30 kilometers per hour.
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Figure 4. The relationship between L0 and L1

2) Using the simulation, we also can find out the relationship between the initial congestion
distance and the relieve congestion time with the different congestion density. The simulation
results as Fig. 5:
We set the simulation parameter as: the congestion distances are 3000m and 1000m, the limit
speed is 30km/h, the vehicles flow density are 1.0, 0.6 and 0.3. The simulation results show that:
according the different vehicles flow density, the relieve congestion time are 106s, 90s ,79s when
the initial congestion distance is 3000m and the relieve congestion time are 76s,58s, 46s when the
initial congestion distance is 1000m.

Figure 5. The relationship between the congestion distance and the relieve congestion time

3) Using the simulation, we can also find out the relationship between the initial average vehicles
speed in the congestion area and the relieve congestion time. The results as Fig. 6:
We set the simulation parameter as: the initial distance of the congestion distance is 1000m, the
initial average vehicles speed are 10km/h and 30km/h, the vehicles flow density are 0.3, 0.6 and
1.0. According to the different vehicles flow density, the relieve congestion time are 76s, 58s, 46s
when the initial average vehicles speed is 30km/h in the congestion area and the relieve
congestion time are 85s, 65s, 53s when the initial average vehicles speed is 30km/h in the
congestion area. As the above picture shows: with the traffic flow density increasing, the relieve
time is gradually increased.
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Figure 6. The relationship between the relieve congestion time and the initial vehicles

4) Using the simulation, we can find out the relationship between the initial congestion distance
and the relieve congestion time. Their relationship as Fig. 7:

Figure 7. The relationship between the initial congestion distance and the relieve time

As the picture show: with the time increasing, the congestion distance gradually increasing at
first, then it reach the highest point and gradually decline. And we also can see, the relationship
between the initial congestion distance and the relieve time is a positive proportional relationship.

5. CONCLUSION
In brief, the architecture of the novel variable speed limit control system is distributed and loosely
coupled. The STeC language formal model can effectively describe the system’s spatio-temporal
consistency. Finally, The simulation results show the control algorithm based on the formal
model can effectively solve the highway congestion problem.
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